I. ABSTRACT 
III. INTRODUCTION WITH REAL LIFE EXAMPLES
Theatres that offered shown in the evening (peak) charges higher price of the movie compared to shown offered in matinees (off peak). (2) Charges made by health and sports club higher at (weekend and in evening) which is considered to be a peak period. (3) Telephone call charges are higher during business hours compared to non business hours (evening and weekend). (4) Cabs apply peak/ surge charges during peak hours.
IV. MODEL Consider a profit-maximizing company that faces two demand curves 1 11 () P P Q in the day times (peak period) 2 22 () P P Q in the night time (off peak period) Let " K " denote the total of capacity in each period i.e. both "peak period and "non peak period" which in measured in terms of Q.
To operate firm must pay "C" per unit of variable cost whether in day or night.
Furthermore, the firm must purchase capacity at a cost of "r" per unit if capacity. * Now who should be charge for the capacity costs, peak, off peak, or both sets of customer's? Ans. It depends on wether the "off-peak" constraint in binding or nonbinding, (a) If "off-peak" constraint is non binding i.e. 12 () Q K Q then whole capacity per unit cost in borne by "peak period" consumers. (b) If "off-peak'' constraint is binding i.e. 12 () Q Q K then "capacity cost" would be shared between "peak" period "consumers and off-peak" period consumers. Firm's maximization problem becomes max 1 QK 2 QK and 12 , , 0 Q Q K I have applied "Kuhn-Tucker" because "offperiod" demand could be either "Binding" or "Non Binding" i.e. " 2 QK " or " 2 QK " respectively applying while language "optimization would lead to "Binding" results i.e. " 2 QK " which is not valid in every situation.
Hence we will apply "Kuhn-Tucker" for optimization.
The langrangian function is "Kuhn-Tucker" conditions are: 
In the above case all "capacity cost" of "r" per unit is borne by "peak" period customers.
Which is given by "
11
MR c r ". Case II. "off-peak" constraint is binding i.e . Q Q K .
Here " " in the proportion out of "r" per unit capacity cost which in borne by "peak period" consumers, and " 2 " is the proportion out of "r" per unit capacity cost which is borne by "off peak period" consumers.
(Illustration) by examples. Q. Suppose an electric company has a plan to setup a power plan in a country and it has to plan its capacity. Peak-period demand curve is given by 11 400 PQ . Off peak-period demand curve is given by 12 380
PQ . Variable cost is 20 per unit (paid in both markets) and capacity costs given by 10 per unit which is paid only once and is used is both periods. Solution:
20, 10 Cr 
